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If you Democrats in power, really want to safeguard the kids, how about we look at some of your 
policies, shall we ? You and your greenie buddies shut down logging because of a fake crisis in the 
Spotted Owl numbers, come to find out, another Owl The Bard Owl is encroaching and forcing the 
Spotted Owl out of it's habitat. Strike number one. You and your greenie buddies shut down mining, 
because you think it is hurting the Salmon and trout, now we find out it is actually cleaning sand and 
gravel deposits out of the stream beds and allowing the fish to spawn on cleaned rock beds. Strike 
number two. Ranching and farming, you and your greenie buddies are worried about cow farts, grazing 
cattle, raising beef cattle, because of global warming, or as in politically correct speech we need to say 
climate change. The cattle and sheep graze off the wildfire ladder fuel, so less wildfires occur. Strike 
number Three. Strike number four, no vocational training for the kids who don't want to go to college.  
 
So what does this have to do with suicides. Your policies have stripped away any hope for the future for 
these kids. No logging jobs, no mining jobs, No ranching jobs. So what is left after your enlightened 
social meddling. Welfare, cooking meth, doing drugs to escape the pain of a unproductive life. You 
legalize a drug which now studies show leads to paranoia, schizophrenia and attention deficit problems, 
and the you wring your hands about the rate of teen and twenty somethings suicide rates. 
 
Think about it, they will never own a house, never be debt free, never be able to give more to their kids 
than they had, and you Democrats own it all. You have been in charge for 30+ years. When they find out 
their cultural, gender studies degrees only qualify you for a Starbucks barista, then they lose hope. So 
congratulations Democrats, you have managed to steal the hope and joy of a whole generation of kids. 
But karma is a bad task master, your day is coming and coming soon. When you are looking into the 
abyss, remember how many others you have pushed in before you with your idiotic policies. When you 
cheapen life, it becomes much easier to end it. 
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